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Introduction  

The Fishing cat Prionailurus viverrinus (Carnivora: Felidae) is the second largest endangered 

wild cat inhabiting hill country wet zone and dry zone forests in Sri Lanka. They can be also 

found in the Himalayan foothills, along India’s east coast, Indonesia’s island of Java, Myanmar, 

Cambodia and Bangladesh. The fishing cat is considered as a medium-sized cat categorized 

along with some other cat species under the genus Prionailurus, and the members of this family 

are characterized by noticeable stripes and spot patterns on the head, face and body. Fully 

grown male is about 70-76 cm in length (body length) and weights 8 to 14 kg, whereas the 

female weight from 5 to 9 kg. There are few identical features that separate this magnificent 

cat from other small cat species. Specially they have camouflaging grizzled grey soft and 

covered with unique spots and stripes. Six to eight black lines run from the forehead to the 

neck and break up into shorter lines and longitudinal spots on the shoulders. Fishing cats has 

broad head with vertical markings above eyes. The flattened nose is a deep brick color. Their 

strong tail is marked with about six or seven incomplete dark bands, distinguishes it from the 

leopard cat (Prionailurus bengalensis). The double-coated fur has water resistant ability that is 

important to keep the body dry while diving into the water to catch fish. Their legs are short but 

equipped with long claws that function as fishing hooks. These identical features make them 

excellent swimmers and hunters in water rich habitats. 

Threats in Sri Lanka  

The greatest threats to the fishing cat across the region are destruction of wetlands and 

mangrove habitats through human settlements, conversion to agriculture and aquaculture, 

excessive hunting, and unauthorized logging. Since they are sensitive animals to ecological 

factors, they may also be threatened by pollution of rivers through agriculture or waste water 

from fish farms .The local populations are highly threatened due to numbers of threats such as 

road kills, poisoning, hunting pressure, and habitat destruction. Road kills takes the highest 

reputation for the fishing cat population decline. Main reason for this phenomenon is the 

territorial behavior of the fishing cat. Since they daily move through their territory, they usually 

have to cross the roads since most of forests are fragmented due to accelerated development 

projects. So far 64 road kills were recorded from 22 districts in Sri Lanka in last 36 months and 

these are the only recorded and confirmed kills. Other than that ,this species is often victimized 

by local communities due to misconception. Fishing Cats are also highly sensitive to 

degradation of wetlands, which is one of their key habitats. This species is a good focal species 

for the conservation management of protected areas since they are habitat specialists and 

require marshy areas that have an adequate prey base .They also qualify as a flagship species 

due to their charismatic value, but are fast earning a negative reputation due to their conflicts 

with the people living around protected areas. 
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Importance of small wild cat treating facilities   

Day by day wild cats are dying, or getting injured somewhere in the Sri Lanka and most of the 

injured animals also face the same fate because lack of the facilities. 

Since that, with the guidance of Small Wild Cat Conservation Foundation and the donation of 

Houston zoo and big cat rescue organization we able to build a place to keep and treat fishing 

cats in Anuradhapura area. 

Land of the area was facilitated by The Gajaba Regiment of Sri Lankan Army and the treatments 

are conducting by department of wildlife veterinary unit. 

 

Cage plan and design  

Cage plan and design was done by the help and guidance of small wild cat conservations ,Zoo 

Keepers and wild life expertise who are  

 Jim Sanderson from Small Wild Cat Conservation Foundation 

 Alex Sliwa from Black Footed Cat Working Group 

 Nevile Buck and Fiona Fern from Aspinall foundation port lympne  

 Ashan Thudugala (Project owner) from save fishing cat conservation project  

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

  Figure1.Front view of the enclosure 
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Figure2.Bird eye view of the enclosure 
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Figre3.Cage plan 

 

Budget and expenses  

Table 1.Total expenditure of fishing cat enclosure  

Fishing cat enclosure budget  

            

Srl 
No Description  Unit Qty Amount(LKR) 

Amount 
(USD)1$=130LKR(2015) 

1 Quantity surveying  * * 5000 38.46 

2 Cement Bag 30 33000 253.85 

3 Rubble cube 1 1/2 18000 138.46 

4 Metal Cube  1 8000 61.54 

5 GI Pipes nos 25 64000 492.31 

6 Welding rod  kg 10 2000 15.38 

7 10mm tor steel Length 12 5600 43.08 

8 6mm mild steel kg 15 1575 12.12 

Pond with waterfall and running water  

Tree sp1 

Hedge sp1 

Double fence (Garden mesh) 

Transparent roof  

Mossy rocks  
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9 Green wire mesh ft 180 62910 483.92 

10 Zn-al roofing sheet ft 43 15500 119.23 

11 Mat coil ft 20 1150 8.85 

12 1 "L iorn length 4 3400 26.15 

13 1 1/4 GI Pipe  nos 10 22550 173.46 

14 Anticorrosive paint  ltr 6 4560 35.08 

15 Enamel Paint  ltr 4 3940 30.31 

16 Whether proof paint/pond paint ltr 6 2440 18.77 

17 12mm mild steel  length 28 22575 173.65 

18 PVC  pipe  length 4 780 6.00 

19 Pond motor  nos 1 26500 203.85 

20 1044 wire  roll 2 4250 32.69 

21 Bulb and other equipments nos 3 5280 40.62 

22 Timber  ft 10 2700 20.77 

23 Labor  * 
8 
men*12 192000 1476.92 

24 Labor -welding * 2men*3 15500 119.23 

      Total 523210 4024.69 

 

Table 2. Total expenditure of maintenances  

Maintaining and treating and caretaker allowances 

Description  Qty Amount 
(LKR) 

Amount (USD)1$=130LKR(2015) 

Maintaining cost and food 
expenses  

30 days*16 
months 

80000 615.38 

Medical expenses when need  12000 92.31 

Travel expenses * 28000 215.38 

Care taker allowances 16 months 40000 307.69 

  Total 160000 1230.77 

 

Enclosure 

This facility covered 8m*6m land with 3m height. Inside the cage we have built two separate 

cages to separate new cats. Each cage has two sliding metal doors which can maintain from 

outside. Additionally this facility has 3m long pond with 2 ft deep, weekly supplying live native 

fishes with running water system and waterfall. To supply the sufficient cover for fishing cats, it 

has two big trees and few other plant species around the cage. 
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Constructing the Cage  

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 1. Constructing the enclosure 
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Figure 2. Completed enclosure 

 

 

Figures 3. Male fishing cats resting top of the waterfall 
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Figure 4.Blind female fishing cats in separte cage  

Figure 5. Dr Jim Sanderson with the caretaker of the facility  
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Facility under the film production  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Plimsoll Productions from United Kingdom ready to film the fishing cats behaviors 
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Figure7. Filming inside the cage 
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Summary  

Houston zoo and Big Cat Rescue organization funds were used to build and maintain the facility. 

Construction of the facility was started in the June of 2015 and fished after two months in 

August of the same year. So far we have released two cats from the facility after treatments 

and we have 2 male cats with disabilities and one blind female. 

Future plans  

We are hoping to start another facility to function as a rehab center in Girithlae wild life center 

In Polonaruwa District which can be used for fishing cats, Jungle cats and Rusty spotted cats in 

upcoming months. This will be a 10m*8m enclosure with two separate joint enclosures which 

can separate multiple cats at same time. Estimated budget for the new enclosure is 

$5000.Meanwhile we are continuing our small cat conservation programs throughout the 

country to save these magnificent creatures for our future generations.  

 Special Thanks to 

 Jim Sanderson from Small Wild Cat Conservation Foundation 

 Peter Riger from Houston Zoo  

 Howard and Carol Baskin from Big Cat Rescue  

 Alex Sliwa from Black Footed Cat Working Group 

 Nevile Buck and from Aspinall Foundation port Lympne  

 Angie Appel and fellow member of Fishing cat working group  

 Gajaba regiment of Sri Lankan Army  

 

-Thank you- 

 

 


